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For this case study, we will consider the Airline-Flight-Pilot database, which is used as an example by DBStar, and made famous by Celko in his chapter on 
"normalisation" in SQL for Smarties: Advanced SQL Programming, for which C J Date has also supplied an 'answer'. 

Planned Schedule

Actual Schedule

Gotta love the way 3NF has a 
life and a soul, creative 
powers, and creates the mess, 
all on its own.  This is their 
idea of "science".
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Pilot    AK1.3
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Time     AK1.2         AK3.2

Flight          AK2.2  AK3.1

Day      AK1.1  AK2.1

A  J Celko: Presented as "3NF", and a "3NF Mess"
In his chapter on "normalisation", Celko labours over the stated problem, and presents and discusses Functional Dependencies and 'normal forms', intimating that, as 
recommended by Date, the method of Normalisation is through the NFs.  He presents these four 'solutions' as being "in Third Normal Form"; as being "a mess, but 
they are a 3NF mess".  The allegations are completely false, because (a) none of them are in Third Normal Form, and (b) the Functional Dependencies, that Celko 
himself identified as demanding resolution, have not been resolved.  By his own evidence, Celko is confused re FDs, the NFs, and Normalisation.  Also notable, 
formal normalisation-by-NFs is not attempted.  No solution is provided.  Given the presentation and discussion, we are not expecting genuine Normalisation, only 
normalisation-by-NFs; however, not even that is provided.

B  C J Date: Presented as "BCNF", Celko "Improves" It
Being completely unable to produce a solution, Celko consults with his partner in crime, C J Date.  Evidently Date (Solution 5) starts at a somewhat different square 
one, but he does not understand FDs, the NFs, or Normalisation, either.  No solution from the great author of database "science".  Celko of course, 'improves' Date's 
contribution (Solution 6), demonstrating (a) his abject understanding of keys and indices, and (b) his love for complexity that delivers nothing.

• PK is not given, one of two possibilities is used
• No index on (Flight, Time) is proposed
• A Duplicated column has been excluded

• PK is not given, but it is likely (Flight, Time), since he uses it as FK in the 
child

• One can only laugh or cry, at Alternate Key 1
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Love the Duplicate index(Is Scheduled As)
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The relevant points are, in Celko's chapter titled "normalisation":
• neither Celko nor Date can provide a solution to the stated problem
• neither Normalisation nor his "normalisation" is taught.  'Normalisation' via the 'normal forms' is implied, yet again, but not demonstrated
• the declaration that these are in BCNF is false.

This problem has been chosen for the exercise, because:
• it is a good classroom problem, and one that neither Celko nor Date can solve
• the solution that eludes them is easily derived, using genuine Normalisation (as distinct from the abnormal 'normal forms'). 
Before commencing the exercise, the following should be noted:
• their struggle with Normalisation
• the difficulty or impossibility of attempting it sans Determination of Entities and Keys
• their confusion with Functional Dependencies
• the common error of uneducated developers: adding indices in a vain attempt to solve the problem.  This adds complexity (to both DDL and DML) and harms 

performance, without delivering anything.
• In case it needs to be said, there is nothing whatsoever to be gained from Celko and Date's various gyrations about either the problem or about Normalisation: 

completely erase it from your mind, in order to decontaminate it, before commencing the exercise.

C  Choice of Problem


